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Introduction

Red blood cell (RBC) antigen typing of both recipients and 
donors is vital for safe and effective transfusion. Despite 
the existence of >330 RBC antigens, current routine pre-
transfusion testing only includes matching the patient 
and donor for ABO and D using methods that have not 
materially changed for over 60 years despite clinically 
significant limitations. Approximately 3% of Caucasian 
recipients and 30–50% of patients of African ancestry 
receiving chronic transfusion therapy will form an anti-RBC 
antigen alloantibody (1-3). Once a patient is sensitized, they 
are at increased risk of developing additional alloantibodies, 
and must receive donor units tested and found to be 
negative for those antigens to avoid transfusion reactions (4). 
However, alloantibody complications following transfusion 

has been an accepted level of risk in the absence of efficient, 
affordable, and scalable extended antigen typing strategy.

Traditional antibody-based serologic typing methods 
are labor intensive and difficult to scale for routine non-
ABO/D antigen typing (i.e., extended antigen typing). In 
addition, serologic reagents are not commercially available 
for all clinically significant antigens (e.g., U, Doa, Dob, Jra, 
Lan, Vel). These limitations, especially reagent availability, 
can be addressed with DNA-based genotyping by using 
genetic information to predict the RBC antigen phenotype. 
The current genotyping assays on the market largely rely 
on PCR amplification to detect single nucleotide variants 
(SNVs) either directly (e.g., allele specific primers) or 
by secondary detection (e.g., probe hybridization or 
Sanger sequencing) (5). While PCR-based genotyping 
can be used to broadly genotype most antigens, current 
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assay formats limit the number of SNVs and samples 
that can be simultaneously tested (~50 SNVs and ~100 
samples per run). In addition, PCR-based assays detect 
structural variations (SVs) with PCR primers spanning the 
breakpoint region, which requires that the breakpoints 
are well characterized and many are not. This means that 
current PCR-based genotyping assays are not able to fully 
characterize all genetically understood antigens, especially 
the highly polymorphic blood group systems such as ABO, 
Rh, and MNS. In addition, PCR-based genotyping assays 
often represent a significant cost and time investment per 
sample and thus can only be performed on a subset of all 
blood donors.

The emergence of RBC antigen genotyping using next-
generation sequencing (NGS) and high-density DNA 
arrays has the potential to overcome many of the above 
limitations. However, to fully realize this potential many 
technical challenges needed to be overcome: (I) lack of array 
and NGS data with paired conventional serology or PCR-
based results; (II) need for fully annotated and complete 
electronic databases of RBC antigen allele genotypes to 
phenotypes; (III) published RBC genetic changes were 
defined using cDNA sequences without mapping to human 
reference genome coordinates; and (IV) lack of software 
capable of automatically interpreting the large amount of 
data. Over the last decade many groups have addressed 
these challenges (Figure 1) (6-28).

Despite the above technical advancements in NGS and 
high-density DNA array genotyping, its clinical adoption 
will require addressing the following implementation 
challenges: (I) turnaround time is adequate and/or results 
used at next donation, (II) scalable assay capable of 
genotyping large numbers of donors, and (III) affordable 
so it does not drastically increase the cost of blood unit 
acquisition.

Speed vs. size vs. cost

Oftentimes different testing methodologies are a tradeoff 
between speed and accuracy (Figure 2A). For example, D 
serologic antigen typing can be performed within an hour 
at low cost. However, PCR genotyping can determine 
the weak and partial D status costs and can take between 
hours to several days depending on the specific assay and 
genetic changes present. As a result, the scalability or 
the number of samples and different antigens that can 
be tested by serology at one time is low, but this can be 
improved by PCR genotyping at a higher cost (Figure 2B). 

As such every transfusion recipient and donor undergoes D 
serologic testing, but only a select few undergo RHD PCR 
genotyping.

In order to achieve a future in which the full antigen 
results are known for every blood donor there is a need for 
new technologies that break these tradeoffs; like NGS and 
high-density DNA arrays. For example, scalability is built 
directly into NGS which has the ability to characterize 
all genetically understood antigens using whole-genome 
sequencing (WGS) or it can be scaled to whole-exome 
sequencing (WES), specific blood groups, or even just a 
single SNV (Figure 2B). High-density DNA arrays have seen 
a resurgence due to large genome-wide association studies 
(GWAS) (29). DNA arrays are capable of scaling to detect 
all known genetic blood group changes at a cost much more 
favorable than even targeted NGS (Figure 2C) (26).

Although comprehensive, it takes several days to 
perform genotyping with targeted NGS and high-density 
DNA arrays and thus they are best suited for particular 
clinical situations including: (I) samples that do not require 
immediate results (e.g., stem cell donor screening), (II) 
cases that have eluded other methods that would benefit 
from the comprehensive look (e.g., unresolved alloantibody 
workups), and (III) genotyping of repeat blood donors 
where the results can be used for future donations. 
Although comprehensive genotyping of large blood donor 
cohorts opens up the door for routine extended matching, 
it will also require the development of product selection 
algorithms that prioritize alloantibody prevention without 
putting undo strains on blood product inventory. For a 
detailed discussion of the clinical use of genotyping in 
transfusion medicine readers are referred to the recent 
review on this topic by Westhoff (5).

WGS

WGS is the most comprehensive form of NGS, since all 
genomic DNA is sequenced. Since DNA is not enriched 
during WGS it has the most even sequence coverage of any 
NGS technique, which offers the best opportunity for read 
depth of coverage copy number (CN) analysis to detect 
SVs. To date, WGS based genotyping has either been on 
existing large datasets with no or limited concordance 
testing (~1,000–3,000 samples) or smaller datasets with 
concordance testing (~20–200 samples). In many cases 
genotyping and concordance was done alongside ongoing 
genomics projects in individuals already undergoing WGS 
including: MedSeq Project (10,12,18,22,23,27,30), MilSeq 
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Figure 1 Timeline of NGS and high-density array RBC antigen genotyping. Papers demonstrating important firsts in RBC genotyping 
from NGS and high-density DNA arrays (6-28). NGS, next-generation sequencing; RBC, red blood cell; WGS, whole-genome sequencing; 
WES, whole-exome sequencing; SV, structural variation.
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Project (22), Sickle Cell Clinical Research and Intervention 
Program (SCCRIP) (27), and Jackson Heart Study (21).

In 2015, Giollo et al. (9) was first to develop automated 
interpretative software for genotyping many, but not all 
known blood group genes, along with a concordance of 94% 
for ABO (n=71) and D (n=69). In 2016, Lane et al. (10) was 
the first to publish WGS-based genotyping for all known 
blood group genes by manual analysis of WGS data from one 
individual with a concordance of 100% for 17 antigens. This 
was followed in 2016 by Möller et al. (13), who developed 
Erythrogene and analyzed 1000 Genomes Project WGS to 
determine population frequencies for blood group antigen 
alleles but without any concordance testing. In 2018, Lane 
et al. (18) published on the development of automated 
interpretive software (bloodTyper) capable of genotyping all 
known blood group genes, with a 99.8% concordance for 38 
antigens (n=110). Subsequent WGS papers either focused 
on samples with complex or uncommon changes, especially 
SVs, in the ABO (17), Rh (21,24,27), and MNS (23,25,31) 
blood group systems. In particular, a range of SVs from small 
(e.g., RHCE*CeRN with ~500 bp conversion) to large [e.g., 
RHD*DIIIa-CE(4-7)-D with ~16,000 bp conversion] can 
be correctly assigned from WGS data even with automated 
interpretive software (21,24,27).

WGS is a particularly powerful tool for the unbiased 

evaluation of genetic changes. For example, WGS of known 
U– phenotype samples showed that the genetic basis for U– 
in those of African Ancestry was actually the result of two 
different full gene deletions of GYPB, with seven other novel 
deletions with U– potential identified in the 1000 Genomes 
Project WGS data (23,25). Additionally, WGS has been used 
to determine the geographic distribution of blood group 
alleles (19) and to better understand the genetic basis of blood 
group systems controlled by genetic changes in transcription 
factor binding regions (e.g., P1 and Xga) (30).

It is important to note that much of the above analysis 
was only possible due to the development of fully automated 
interpretive software developed by several different groups 
including: BOOGIE (9), Erythrogene (13), bloodTyper 
(18,22,24), and RHTyper (27). Furthermore, Möller  
et al. (13) and Lane et al. (18) developed their own curated 
blood group allele databases http://erythrogene.com and 
http://bloodantigens.com, respectively. In addition, the 
vast majority of the other projects utilized semi-automated 
pipelines to enable their analysis (19,21,23).

Figure 3 shows a representative NGS workflow indicating 
how SNVs, indels, and SVs can be determined from 
the underlying data to determine the final genotype. In 
particular, the ability to cis/trans-phase nearby heterozygous 
genetic changes using the clonal NGS reads offers a major 
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Figure 2 Scalability of genotyping. (A) Scalability is often a tradeoff between speed and cost. (B) Serology represents a low throughput and 
low-density assay, whereas PCR genotyping has a slightly higher throughput and density, but at a significantly greater cost. Targeted NGS 
and high-density DNA arrays have a high throughput and high density. (C) Cost of extended typing for different genotyping methods. 
Serology has the highest cost per antigen and WGS has the highest cost per sample. High-density DNA array breaks the normal tradeoffs 
with lowest cost for both per sample and per antigen. Note: The above relative costs are based on the author’s experience and they will 
almost certainly vary especially in the future. NGS, next-generation sequencing; WGS, whole-genome sequencing; WES, whole-exome 
sequencing; SV, structural variation.
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Figure 3 Example NGS-based genotyping workflow. Step 1: DNA is isolated, followed by optional enrichment, addition of sample indexes 
and adapters for binding to flow cell. Step 2: the DNA is sequenced and stored as a fastq file. Step 3: the sequence reads are aligned to the 
reference genome and stored in a bam file. Step 4: genotyping methods are used to determine SNV and indels which are saved in vcf file. 
Step 5: since the forward and reverse NGS reads are clonal and span 100s of bps it is possible to cis/trans-phase heterozygous bases and 
extend this to create stretches of phased positions using overlapping heterozygous reads (phase groups). Step 6: CN analysis is possible using 
various techniques which allows for calling of SV which is especially important in the Rh and MNS blood group systems. Step 7: for the final 
genotype SNVs, indels, and SVs are integrated to determine the allele present which allows for the prediction of RBC antigen phenotypes. 
NGS, next-generation sequencing; SNV, single nucleotide variant; CN, copy number; SV, structural variation; RBC, red blood cell.

RHD CN determined by ratio of read depth over control and RHD. In the absence of SNV changes in RHD, the presence 
of RHD represents RHD*01. RHCE*C is determined by absence of reads over RHCE exon 2, paired reads between 
genes, and presence of splitreads for the 109 bp delins. Other SV can be detected using these same techniques. 
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advantage over Sanger sequencing (Figure 3). In addition, 
the ability to perform CN analysis using different methods 
such as read depth, paired reads, and split reads offers a 
powerful generalized toolbox for detecting SVs including 
deletions, gene conversions, and recombinations (23,24). 
Read depth is a measure of the number of reads across a 
given region which can be compared to a stable 2× copy 
control region, to determine the CN of the given region 
(e.g., the ratio of reads over RHD to a control region will 
yield the RHD CN) (12). In general, the fragments of DNA 
sequenced are a few 100 bp long, so when the forward 
and reverse paired reads align further than the expected 
distance it is likely due to the DNA fragment spanning 
across a breakpoint (e.g., across a large deletion or between 
two genes when a hybrid is present). It should be noted 
that when breakpoints occur in very large regions of high 
identity longer than the DNA fragment sizes (e.g., 1,000 bp)  
then it is not possible for paired reads to span the 
breakpoint (23). Split reads occur in special circumstances 
when the breakpoint region is very small or an indel occurs 
at the breakpoint. As such, when split reads are present 
either the forward or reverse read will partially contain 
DNA from a region that is not normally adjacent (e.g.,  
109 bp delins present in RHCE*C) (24). When a deletion is 
present there will be an absence of reads (low read depth) 
and paired reads spanning the region missing reads (23). 
When a hybrid is present, there will be absence of reads 
over the region replaced in the hybrid gene with an increase 
in the region that replaces, along with paired reads between 
the two gene regions (24). Figure 3 shows an example of 
how WGS can be used to call RHD zygosity using read 
depth and how the RHCE*C exon 2 gene conversion  
CE-D(2)-CE can be called using a combination of read 
depth, paired reads, and split reads.

Targeted NGS

One of the major benefits of targeted NGS is that 
sequencing of only enriched regions allows the cost of the 
flow cell to be spread across more samples. As such targeted 
NGS can scale for each use case from a just single SNV (7)  
to essentially all RBC antigen genes (22). Enrichment of 
DNA for targeted NGS can be accomplished by several 
different methods including: long-range PCR, amplicon 
enrichment using many overlapping small PCR reactions, 
and hybrid capture using bead-conjugated DNA probes to 
pulldown desired regions after fragmentation. WES is a 
special case of targeted NGS in which exons are enriched 

genome wide often using off the shelf commercially 
available kits. WES has been shown to enrich for nearly 
all known blood group changes including those in nearby 
intronic regions, with the exception of non-coding regions 
required for P1, Xga, and a few rare ABO subtypes (22). 
WES also represents a cost effective way to discover new 
blood group genes and has been used to define the following 
blood group systems: Vel (32), KANNO (33), CTL2 (34), 
PEL (35), and MAM (36). In addition, commercial kits 
are available that enrich for only clinical relevant genes 
through the genome, which has been shown to contain 
many relevant RBC antigen genes (14). However, the cost 
of WES and clinical exome enrichment is higher than blood 
group focused enrichment panels (Figure 2C).

In 2011, Stabentheiner et al. (6) was the first to publish a 
NGS-based genotyping study of any kind, which included 
targeted RHD NGS focused on SNV based alleles. In 2014, 
Fichou et al. (8) published the first targeted NGS panel to 
enrich for multiple RBC antigen genes with 18 genes in 
15 systems, but they required the addition of allele-specific 
PCR reactions to sequence GYPA*01/*02 and RHCE*C/*c. 
This difficulty performing NGS on the Rh and MNS 
blood group systems highlights the challenges that have 
since been solved with targeting, sequencing, and aligning 
homologous genes (e.g., RHD/RHCE and GYPA/GYPB/
GYPE) (18,22,24). Many other groups have also developed 
their own targeted NGS panels for genotyping multiple 
blood group systems (26,37-40).

One of the first uses of targeted NGS genotyping was 
for antenatal genotyping from cell free fetal DNA initially 
just for the SNV encoding for the K/k antigen (7) and later 
expanded to include SNVs encoding for the Fya, Fyb, Jka, 
Jkb, S, D, c, and E antigens (41). Targeted ABO NGS has 
also been proven a very powerful tool including the use 
of long-read sequencing for full cis/trans phasing of ABO 
alleles and for the resolution of ABO discordances (11,42). 
In fact, in 2016 Lang et al. (11) was the first to report 
ABO targeted NGS using automated interpretive software 
(neXtype) with a concordance of 99.6% (n=415). Lang  
et al. (11) also demonstrated the scalability of their approach 
by performing targeted ABO NGS on 1 million stem cell 
donors. Long-read targeted NGS, which can fully cis/trans-
phase regions has also been applied to the Duffy blood 
group gene ACKR1 (n=81) in order to generate full gene 
reference haplotype sequences (43). In addition, targeted 
RHD NGS has been used to define full-length RHD gene 
sequences for common alleles (44) and to define novel D– 
variants (45). RHD and RHCE targeted NGS assays have 
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also been designed and tested against a large range of RHD 
and RHCE alleles. In 2020, Stef et al. (28) published a RHD/
RHCE targeted NGS solution with genotyping software 
that was 99% concordant for a large range of RHD and 
RHCE alleles including complex SVs (n=278). In addition, 
several studies have focused on targeted NGS of sickle 
cell cohorts with particular focus on the genotyping of Rh 
variants (15,16).

In 2017, Chou et al. (16) was the first to report on WES-
based genotyping, but only focused on RHD and RHCE 
genotyping. In 2017, Schoeman et al. (14,46) was the first 
to report the use of a clinical exome panel which they used 
to work up complex serologic cases and to detect novel 
alleles, including the evaluation of SVs in RHD, RHCE, and 
GYPC. In 2019, Lane et al. (22) was the first to report on 
WES-based genotyping of all possible antigens showing 
that it was possible to correct for WES enrichment biases to 
call SVs for RHD and RHCE*C/c with 100% concordance 
(n=75). Schoeman et al .  (47) evaluated WES from 
Indigenous Australians to find several novel blood group 
alleles, indicating the importance of sequencing a diverse 
population and that there are likely many blood group 
alleles yet to be defined.

High-density DNA array genotyping

RBC genotyping using high-density DNA arrays offers an 
attractive scalability proposition: 1,000s of samples per run, 
genotyping for almost all genetically known antigens, low 
cost, high accuracy, and a 4-day turnaround time (Figure 2). 
DNA arrays have been used to discover the basis of several 
blood groups including: JR (48), Vel (49), and KANNO (33). 
However, to date there have only been two publications 
on the use of  high-density DNA arrays for RBC 
genotyping, both developed through academic and industry 
collaboration: the REDS-III Transfusion Medicine (TM) 
Array first reported in 2019 (20) and the Blood transfusion 
Genomics Consortium (BGC) Universal Donor Typing 
(UDT) Array first reported in 2020 (26). Both the TM and 
UDT arrays are based on array technology popularized by 
large-scale GWAS (29). In addition, these arrays include 
probes for not only the detection of SNV/indels, but also 
for CN analysis (Figure 4).

One important aspect of DNA arrays is their flexible 
nature. Within the space of the array different testing 
modules can be combined, individual modules customized, 
and the number of samples increased as the number of 
different probes decreased. This allows for the creation 

of an array tailored for each specific use. For example,  
800,000 probe arrays can run 96 samples per plate and are 
ideal for applications like GWAS, whereas 50,000 probe 
arrays can run 384 per plate and are ideal for donor specific 
arrays. In addition, one machine can run eight plates per 
run every 4 days (e.g., so for a 384-sample plate assay ~5,000 
samples could be genotyped per machine per week).

The TM Array was tested on ~16,000 samples with 
~13,000 United States Blood Donors of mostly European 
Ancestry and 2,700 Brazillians with sickle cell disease (20). 
The UDT Array was tested on ~7,000 samples from English 
and Dutch blood donors mostly of European Ancestry 
with ongoing studies focused on additional ethnicities (26). 
The TM Array was compared to known serologic typing 
for ABO (98.2%, n=12,879) and D (99.6% concordant, 
n=54) (20). Although the TM Array was not compared with 
known serologic typing for other antigens, the frequency of 
many other RBC genetic changes from the array were close 
to expected population frequencies, including rare genetic 
changes (<1%) (20). The UDT Array was compared with 
known serologic/PCR typing for 30 RBC antigens with an 
overall concordance of 99.91% (A, B, M, N, s, S, D, C, c, E, 
e, CW, Vw, Lua, Lub, k, K, Kpa, Kpb, Fya, Fyb, Jka, Jkb, Wra, 
Yta, Coa, Cob, Lan, Vel, n=89,371 comparisons) (26). In 
addition, the UDT Array was compared with known typing 
for PLT (99.97% concordance for n=3,106 comparisons) and 
HLA (99.03% concordance for n=9,289 comparisons) (26).  
The UDT array was also able to cluster rare genetic RBC 
antigen changes, which was further improved using the prior 
knowledge of rare genetic changes in specific samples (26).  
The application of this prior information will allow for even 
more accurate clustering of these rare genetic changes in 
future samples. The UDT array also found several novel 
ABO type O and MNS alleles from discovery probes added 
based on data mining of large genomics datasets (26). Of 
the small number of discordances on the UDT Array, 43% 
were attributed to errors in the previous typing, most due 
to serologic typing missing Fyb weak antigens which were 
detected by the array (26).

It is important to note that for D antigen typing both 
arrays used a set of CN probes tiled across the RHD gene 
to determine if RHD and the associated D antigen was 
present or absent. The TM Array also included a CN probe 
for the 109 bp indel associated with the C antigen, but did 
not perform concordance testings (20). The UDT array 
also included CN probes for the 109 bp indel associated 
with the C with a 99.9% concordance (n=7,441). It is also 
important to note that a probes signal intensity can be 
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Figure 4 Example high-density DNA array based genotyping workflow. Step 1: DNA is isolated, hybridized to probes on the array, 
base specific probes with base specific haptens bind to the hybridized DNA, and allow for secondary hapten-specific fluorescence signal 
amplification. Step 2: this allows for each genetic change detected by a particular probe to have a different fluorescent signal depending 
on the base present on the DNA. The wild-type signal is normally referred to as A and the variant signal as B. For a particular probe 
the strength is calculated as [Log2(A signal) + Log2(B signal)]/2 and contrast as Log2(A signal/B signal) (26). Clustering of signal strength 
and contrast for all samples for each probe are clustered allowing for calling of SNVs and indels based on the sample’s placement among 
the clusters. Step 3: CN probes can also be utilized from which the ratio of probe intensities between regions can be used to determine 
CN. CN is particularly important in the Rh and MNS blood group systems. One interesting aspect that is specific to arrays is that CN is 
sometimes required to properly determine cluster genotype locations in cases where there is reactivity of probes in regions with CN. Step 4: 
for the final genotype SNVs, indels, and SVs are integrated to determine the allele present which allows for the prediction of RBC antigen 
phenotypes. SNV, single nucleotide variant; CN, copy number; SV, structural variation; RBC, red blood cell.

Probes bind DNA next to 
genetic change. Pool of 
DNA with all possible base 
combinations then binds with 
base specific hapten tag used 
to bind florescent signals. 

The wildtype (A) and variant (B) 
probe intensities are 
combined to calculate a 
Strength and Contrast value.  
All samples clustered together 
and genotype called based on 
location in cluster plot. 

Modular Design

RHD CN is determined 
by log2ratio of probes 
in Control 2x region and 
RHD specific probes. 

RHCE probe values 
corrected for cross 
reactivity to RHD using 
RHD CN. Improves 
RHCE*C/c genotyping. 
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artificially increased or decreased based on cross binding of 
probes to homologous genes and if the genes are involved in 
large deletions (e.g., D– RHD deletions). The UDT Array 
accounted for these artificial intensity changes clustering 
the RHD and RHCE probes based on the number of RHD 
genes present (Figure 4). It is anticipated that similar array-
based CN approaches will be successful at detecting other 
Rh and MNS hybrid genes and studies are ongoing to 
evaluate for this.

Conclusions

Current serologic and PCR-based genotyping assays have 
limitations that prevent them from scaling to type all 
blood donors for all genetically understood antigens (i.e., 
>330 RBC antigens). NGS allows for an unprecedented 
evaluation of genetic changes including novel genetic 
changes and complex SVs and represents the new gold 
standard for RBC antigen genotyping. High-density DNA 
arrays allow for low cost evaluation of all known genetic 
changes including SVs with the ability to run 1,000s 
of samples at a time. As such, NGS will likely replace 
conventional PCR genotyping for discordant and complex 
serologic workups and offer an unprecedented new level 
of discovery for new RBC antigens. High-density DNA 
arrays have the potential to allow for routine genotyping 
of all blood donors for all genetically understood antigens, 
something that will fundamentally change the practice of 
transfusion medicine.
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